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Background: Behavior and Evaluation

 People do not act as one expects them to act
 “Behavior” causes the gap between a priori assumptions and effective
observations in the field
 “Behavior” is in many cases the reason for surprising evaluation results
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Lessons Learnt and Research Outlook
 Improved stoves yield better or worse results than expected because of
users’ behaviour
 In order to understand users’ behaviour, large survey based field
experiments are required
 Evaluation studies have to be planned carefully
 Work with researchers with good academic background AND field experience
 Work with local improved stove organisations that are experienced in the field
 Mimic the real-world intervention; do not over-monitor the field experiment
 Use both subjective and objective health measurements in order to benefit from
respective advantages

 Big research question: how do simple but adapted (and cheaper) improved
stoves compare to “really clean” stoves (gasifier, biogas, LPG…)?
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